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Our Business:  Global AgriTrends
• Global analysis of agriculture markets, est. 

2006; focused on global proteins (beef, pork, 
poultry)

• Economic, policy, forecasting
• Extensive global network of clients and 

contacts
• On-the-ground research on 6 continents
• Clients include multinational processors, ag 

banks, Wall St banks, hedge funds, brokers, 
producers (hogs, cattle, chickens), trade 
associations, feed companies, pharmaceuticals, 
exporters, importers and others seeking 
market intel in the global protein space
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Outline

• The World’s Largest Macroeconomic Experiment…
• External market drivers
– COVID
– China

• Other Risks and Issues
• 10-year outlook
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The World’s Largest Macroeconomic 
Experiment…
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Money Supply Supporting Inflation
Oct 

2021: 
$21.1 T

Oct 
2019: 

$15.1 T

+40% in 2 
years…
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The Commodity Super-Cycle Continues
• Driven by expanded money supplies
– Global COVID stimulus: US$10 TRILLION
– Increased demand overloaded supply chains

• West coast port issues
• Container shortages (eastbound from Asia)

• NOW:  
– Rising labor, fuel, electricity costs
– Surging fertilizer costs, glyphosate

• When does this end?
– Look further than you think

• How does it end?
– Soft or hard landing?
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Source:  UN/FAO
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Source:  B loomberg, USDA, EIA, 
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Source:  USDA, JCI, CEPEA
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Cash is everywhere…especially with the wealthy…

At $3.5 trillion, checking 
account balances are 

still 4x higher than pre-
COVID.

While all income groups 
have saved more, 65% 

of all the cash in 
checking accounts is 
held by the wealthiest 

10%. 
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• 1 in 4 consumers cited 
inflationary reductions 
in their living standards 
in November, with 
lower income and older 
consumers voicing the 
greatest impact. 

• Nominal income gains 
were widely reported 
but when asked about 
inflation-adjusted gains, 
half of all families 
anticipated reduced 
real incomes next year. 

• Rising prices for homes, 
vehicles, and durables 
were reported more 
frequently than any 
other time in more than 
half a century. 
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• Said the strong U.S. economy and elevated inflation could 
warrant ending the central bank’s asset purchases sooner than 
planned next year, though the new omicron strain of Covid-19 
poses a fresh risk to the outlook

• Says could wrap up purchases a few months earlier
• Says it’s time to retire word ‘transitory’ for price increases

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-11-30/powell-says-appopriate-to-weigh-earlier-end-to-bond-buy-tapering
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Inflation and Interest Rates
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Potential Results of Persistent Inflation
1. Inflation turns to “stagflation”
– Inflation + economic slowing
– Fed “tapers” bond purchases
– Fed raises interest rates

2. Instability in the 3rd world
– Central banks already raising

rates in Africa
– Remember Arab Spring (2010)?
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https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-11-30/powell-says-appopriate-to-weigh-earlier-end-to-bond-buy-tapering
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External Market Drivers

COVID
China

Other Risks and Issues
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COVID Omicron Variant
• A highly divergent variant with a high number of mutations ... 

some of which are concerning and may be associated with 
immune escape potential and higher transmissibility. - WHO

• WHO says omicron poses a “VERY HIGH” global risk
– Suggests “SEVERE CONSEQUENCES” for some areas

• By next week we should know much more about
– Transmissibility
– Virulence
– Existing vaccine protection
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COVID-19 Death Rate

Source:  https://ourworldindata.org/covid-cases

Nov – Mar
Mar-
May Aug-Nov
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https://ourworldindata.org/covid-cases
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COVID-19 Cases

Source:  https://ourworldindata.org/covid-deaths
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Global Vaccination Rates

https://ourworldindata.org/

= >70% = <30%
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COVID will continue to 
drive global markets, 

likely for years…
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https://ourworldindata.org/covid-deaths
https://ourworldindata.org/
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China
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Source:  USDA/FAS
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Source:  USDA/FAS
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Source:  USDA/FAS
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Source:  USDA/FAS
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Source:  USDA/FAS
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Source:  USDA/FAS
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China Oversupplies Pork Market
But STILL KEEPS IMPORTING?
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Source: USDA, AgriTrends Forecasts

?
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Are there any other global risks to the 
markets that we need to be mindful of 

going into 2022 and beyond?
Drought?

Labor
Fertilizer shortages?

Climate policy – war on methane
Russian troop buildup on the Ukraine border
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U.S. Drought Monitor
Current Last Year
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La Nina Pattern Continues
• La Nina pattern: 

(cooler 
equatorial sea 
surface temps)

• Less moisture 
enters the North 
and South 
American jet 
streams

• More rain 
Australia
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Labor Issues and Risks
• 11 million job openings currently in the U.S.
– 6.5 million hirings in November

• Labor unions are seeing MAXIMUM LEVERAGE
– Strikes ahead?

• How is it fixed?
– Get used to it…
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+270% inflation 
from 1H 2020

Reuters (Rod Nickel) - A global shortage of nitrogen fertilizer is driving prices to 
record levels, prompting North America’s farmers to delay purchases and 
raising the risk of a spring scramble to apply the crop nutrient before planting 
season.

“Farmers apply nitrogen to boost yields of corn, canola and wheat, and higher 
fertilizer costs could translate into higher meat and bread prices.
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Russian Troop Buildup on the Ukraine Border
• 175,000 troops and equipment moved up to the Ukraine border

• Timing is very good
– EU (UK) energy shortages have driven them to Russia for help

• Pres. Biden reaffirmed the United States' unwavering commitment 
to Ukraine's sovereignty and territorial integrity.'

• Ukraine: 
– #6 global corn producer 

– #4 global corn exporter
– #7 global wheat producer
– #4 global wheat exporter
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Global Demand
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Source:  IMF, W orld Bank, UN/FAO

$37 billion more GDP generates 78 
million mt more meat/poultry 

consumption (+37%) from 2020 to 2030
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Supply and Demand Projections

Production forecast, FAO http://www.fao.org/publications/oecd-fao-agricultural-outlook/2021-2030/en/
Demand forecast, AgriTrends Demand model
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http://www.fao.org/publications/oecd-fao-agricultural-outlook/2021-2030/en/
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A Monumental Feat?
More food may be 

needed in the next 150 
years, than was 

consumed in the last 
7,000 years

Source: US Departm ent of Com m erce, plus other published estim ates
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Thank You

Brett Stuart
bstuart@globalagritrends.com

@agritrends

www.globalagritrends.com
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